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Numerex and Intramerica Launch Wireless Alarm Monitoring System
Integrated CellemetryXG Solution Delivers Wireless Network Security, Redundancy, and Reliability
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NEW YORK, ISC East, Nov 3, 2004 /PRNewswire-FirstCall via COMTEX/ -- Numerex Corp. (Nasdaq: NMRX), a leader in
wireless M2M solutions, and Intramerica Security Technologies (IST), an industry leading security solutions provider for
US military and security agencies, industrial, financial, and commercial applications today announced the integration and
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commercial availability of the CellemetryXG(TM) Network with the 3rd Generation Security System (3GS).
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The 3rd Generation Security System, from IST, is based on a patented, high-security, fault-tolerant RINGNET architecture
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offering greater flexibility than most, if not all, existing security control systems. Capable of integrating and managing
security and fire alarm monitoring, access control systems, building management systems, and sending alert messages to
pagers, the 3GS control panel replaces many earlier alarm security panels in the EUROPLEX product line.
The integrated FT-S network access module from Numerex, is a component of the CellemetryXG suite of interactive,
web-based, wireless, machine-to-machine (M2M) interface solutions, which monitors and controls fixed, mobile and
geographically remote systems.
"We have integrated the FT-S module from Numerex into our 3GS Solution in order to provide yet another level of security
and deployment options for our 3GS Solution customers," said Gail Hoffman, President of IST. "The wireless
communications redundancy delivered by the integrated solution, provides our customers with an extremely high level of
network coverage and system reliability."
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The CellemetryXG network, one of the largest wireless data networks in the Americas, enables the integrated module.
Powering M2M communications for leading global organizations across a broad range of industries, CellemetryXG
supports the entire M2M value chain -- from network-certified hardware to complete end-to-end applications.
"We are very pleased that IST has chosen CellemetryXG to provide the wireless communications and infrastructure for the
3GS Solution," said Mike Marett, EVP of Numerex. "We have worked hand in hand with their team to drive a successful
implementation and look forward to continuing our joint efforts as we bring new offerings to the market."
Numerex's own robust M2M wireless solutions powered by CellemetryXG include: VendView, the vending intelligence
solution; Uplink the dedicated wireless communications solution for security monitoring; and MobileGuardian, the vehicle
location and recovery solution.
Delivering nearly one million data messages a day from remote assets, facilities, and equipment, CellemetryXG is the
M2M network of choice for industry leading VARs, developers and solution providers.
ABOUT NUMEREX
Numerex Corp. is a communications technology business comprised of operating subsidiaries that utilize existing wireless
or cellular, Internet and cable infrastructure thereby enabling network access and information management through the
deployment of proprietary software and technology. Numerex facilitates the real-time exchange of information between
remote devices, people and business systems. This provides companies the ability to remotely connect, monitor, control
and diagnose their field assets. The Company primarily markets and sells products and services in wireless data
communications through Cellemetry(R), Uplink(SM), MobileGuardian(R), VendView(TM), and digital multimedia through
PowerPlay(TM) and IPContact(TM). These products and services enable customers around the globe to monitor and
move information for a variety of applications from home and business security to distance learning. In addition, the
Company offers wireline alarm security products and services, as well as telecommunications network operational support
systems.
Visit the Numerex Web site for additional information at: http://www.nmrx.com
About Intramerica Security Technologies
Over the past 17 years, Intramerica Security Technologies (formerly Europlex Technologies) has provided a vast array of
technical services and integrated security products, worldwide. With offices located in Toronto, Canada, and Atlanta, USA,
and its network of dealers, IST delivers exceptional security products, personal service, and technical support to the North
American Security Industry.
Visit the IST Web site for additional information at: http://www.intramerica.biz
Statements contained in this press release concerning Numerex that are not historical fact are "forward-looking"
statements and involve important risks and uncertainties. Such risks and uncertainties, which are detailed in Numerex's
filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, could cause Numerex's results to differ materially from current
expectations as expressed in this press release.
For further information: Marketing-Press, Chuck Horne of Numerex, +1-770-485-2548
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